
EMPLOYEE  
MANAGEMENT  

NOW 
INTEGRATED!

DATA ANALYSIS
Our team now offers to analyse your data on a yearly basis.
 
- Season’s average on each mainline

- Season’s average of the vacuum level of the releaser
 
- Yearly freezing report of the mainlines

- Detailed daily analysis for the targeted troublesome main-lines CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE

H2O-SMARTREK™

The most sold monitoring system in North America 
 
NEW: Employee management:
              - Monitor your employees in real-time on a satellite map
              - Exchange textos with them via the sensors network  
                (even without a cell phone network)
              - Control your pumps remotely, even without internet 
                 access or cell phone network.
              - Consult at all time error & alarm report with time and duration indicated
              - Stainless steel flowmeters with data available remotely at all times
              - Notes the less urgent breaks & leaks on the  map and these notes  
                 become visible on all devices



H2O-SMARTREK™ COMPARISON TABLE

- Tank levels
- Online refractometers
- Pressure sensors (PSI)
- Complete RO control
- Cameras
- More to come soon

 CHARACTERISTICS
 

H2O-SMARTREK™ OTHER BRAND

Vacuum 
Precision

  Absolute error :  0.16 in Hg
*Represents a few micro-leaks

  Absolute error :  0.80 in Hg
*Represents an untapped drop line on a 1’’  
  mainline.

Internet required 
  Not required
*Only for remote access

  Required 
*Most systems need internet to run or troubleshoot

Data security
  Decentralized
*Data stored in your own Google 
  account (Gmail address)

  Centralized
*Most system store data in a company server

Staff management

  Yes, 
- Data access and control everywhere in your 
  bush (without cell service or internet)
- Locate your employees on a map, with  
  playback function 
- Text message with staff (without cell  
  service or internet)
- Synchronize data with staff for system  
  modification and work points on map

  No
*No communication possible with staff working    
  leaks, and no data synchronization possible 

Data Analysis

   Yes,
- Complete and thorough analysis available 
  with data export function
- Precise and customized graphs on demand  
  direct from App

  No
- No data export possible
- Limited pre-programmed  graphs, that are 
  not precise ( data updates every 45 minute )

Options

  Yes, many

- Vacuum sensors
- Remote controls
- Portable device
- Valve controls
- Ampermeters
- Releasers mecanical  
  switch
- Flowmeters 

  Only a few,

- No portable device
- No Flowmeter
- No RO Control
- No Online Refractometer

Battery replacement 
cost

  2-5 seasons on standard ‘’D’’,  
  1.50$ per battery  (3x per unit) 
  Available at Hardware stores

  Li-ion primary Battery 
*Expensive, with 5 year lifetime
*Not available everywhere

Consumption

  Very Low
*Allow us to use standard batteries  
  even for extreme temperatures

  High Consumption
*Need a solar panels oriented with  
  compass to recharge batteries. Extra battery 
  inside to back up the lack of sunlight.

Internet data usage 
 Smartrek: 1-2 Gig per month, only    
  for remote data consultation

   Others: Up to 5 Gig per month, required for the  
  system to function

Expansion  
possibilities

  Very high
*expandable by user without a technician, or  
  system network modification

  Limited
*Expandable with the help of a technician, and  
  over 30 sensors, the system needs to be divided  
  in different networks. ($$$)

Data refreshment
  Very fast
*Up to 5 seconds, depending on  
   the amount of sensors

  Slower
*Depending of supplier, we’re talking  
  minutes and more

System maturity   Very Proven
*Commercialized since 2012

  Only been tested for 1 or 2 years

Expertise   Smartrek is a H2O partner company specialized   
  in wireless monitoring and RF signal

  Not specialized in monitoring


